STUCK ON YOU

Choreographed by: Jim Elder, 23763 Canyon Drive, Calabasas, California 91302 [jimelder@charter.net]

Song: “Stuck on You” by Elvis Presley, from the album “Elvis Thirty Number One Hits”, single track downloadable from Amazon and iTunes

Footwork: Footwork Opposite, directions for Man, (Lady’s direction in parenthesis)

Rhythm: Two Step, Round-a-Lab Phase II; Speed at 100.00%


INTRODUCTION

1-4 WAIT;; HITCH APART; SCISSORS THRU;

1-2 Wait in Butterfly, Man facing the wall;;

3 [Hitch Apart] Back LEFT, Close RIGHT, Forward LEFT, -;

4 [Scissors Thru] Side RIGHT, Close LEFT, Thru RIGHT to Open Position, -;

PART A

1-4 LIMP TWICE; WALK TWO; LIMP TWICE; WALK TWO;

1 [Limp Twice] Tilt Butterfly Side LEFT, Cross in Back RIGHT, Side LEFT, Cross in Back RIGHT;

2 [Walk Two] turning to Open Position Line of Dance Forward LEFT, -, Forward RIGHT, -;

3 [Limp Twice] Tilt Butterfly Side LEFT, Cross in Back RIGHT, Side LEFT, Cross in Back RIGHT;

4 [Walk Two] turning to Open Position Line of Dance Forward LEFT, -, Forward RIGHT, -;

5-8 CIRCLE AWAY AND TOGETHER;; HITCH APART; SCISSORS THRU;

5 [Circle Away] turning left face Forward turn LEFT, Close RIGHT, Forward turn LEFT, -;

6 [Circle Together] Forward turn RIGHT, Close LEFT, Forward turn RIGHT, -;

3 [Hitch Apart] Butterfly Wall Back LEFT, Close RIGHT, Forward LEFT, -;

4 [Scissors Thru] Side RIGHT, Close LEFT, Thru RIGHT to Open Position, -;

9-12 VINE FOUR; SIDE TWO STEP LEFT; BUMP TWICE; BEHIND, SIDE, THRU;

9 [Vine Four] Butterfly Side LEFT, Cross in Back RIGHT, Side LEFT, Cross in Front RIGHT;

10 [Side Two Step Left] Side LEFT, Close RIGHT, Side LEFT maintaining Butterfly Position but both partners turning to face Reverse Line of Dance, -;

11 [Bump Twice and Hold] weight on LEFT Bump Hips with partner, Bump Hips, Hold, Hold;

12 [Behind, Side, Thru] Butterfly Cross in Back RIGHT, Side LEFT, Thru RIGHT to Open, -;
PART B

1-4 VINE THREE, TOUCH; VINE WRAP; UNWRAP; CHANGE SIDES;
1 [Vine Three, Touch] Butterfly Side LEFT, Cross in Back RIGHT, Side LEFT, Touch RIGHT;
2 [Vine Wrap] Butterfly Side RIGHT, Cross in Back LEFT, Side RIGHT, Touch LEFT;
   (Lady Turning left face under joined Man’s left and Lady’s right hands LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT,
    Touch RIGHT in Wrapped Position with both partners facing the Wall;)
3 [Unwrap] releasing Man’s left and Lady’s right hands Step in Place LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT,
   Touch RIGHT to Open Facing; (Lady unwrap right face RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT, Touch LEFT;)
4 [Change Sides] turning right face around Lady Forward RIGHT, Forward LEFT, Forward
   RIGHT turning to Butterfly facing Center of Hall, Touch LEFT; (Lady turning left face under
   joined Man’s right and Lady’s left hands LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT, Touch RIGHT;)

5-8 VINE REVERSE THREE, TOUCH; VINE WRAP; UNWRAP; CHANGE SIDES;
5-8 Repeat Measures 1-4 of Part B above going Reverse Line of Dance ending Butterfly Wall;;;;

ENDING

1-4 VINE FOUR; SIDE TWO STEP LEFT; BUMP TWICE; BEHIND, SIDE, THRU;
1-4 Repeat Measures 9-12 of Part A above

5-8 VINE FOUR; SIDE TWO STEP LEFT; BUMP TWICE; STEP APART, POINT;
5-7 Repeat Measures 9-11 of Part A above
8 [Step Apart, Point] solo dropping hands on word “You” Step Apart RIGHT to face partner
   while pointing left foot and index finger of both hands toward partner and smile, -, -, -;
STUCK ON YOU
Quick Cues

---

Intro
1-2 Butterfly Wall Wait; Wait;
3-4 Hitch Apart; Scissors Thru;

---

A
1-2 (Tilt Butterfly) Limp Twice; Walk 2;
3-4 (Tilt Butterfly) Limp Twice; Walk 2;
5-6 Circle Away and Together; - - - - -;
7-8 (Butterfly) Hitch Apart; Scissors Thru;
9-10 (Butterfly) Vine Four; Side Two Step Left;
11-12 Bump, Bump, Hold; Behind, Side, Thru;

---

B
1-2 Vine 3, Touch; Vine Wrap;
3-4 Unwrap; Change Sides to Butterfly
5-6 Vine Reverse 3, Touch; Vine Wrap;
7-8 Unwrap; Change Sides to Tilt Butterfly

---

Ending
1-2 (Butterfly) Vine Four; Side Two Step Left;
3-4 Bump, Bump, Hold; Behind, Side, Thru;
5-6 (Butterfly) Vine Four; Side Two Step Left;
7-8 Bump, Bump, Hold; Step Apart, Point;